
The Arlington Heights Police Department in Arlington Heights, Illinois, had been housed in a cramped, 
outdated building for years. When the time finally came to begin planning and constructing a new facility, one 
of the design team’s main goals was to improve comfort and efficiency for officers and staff.

That’s why they started the design process by thinking about workflows that would save time and promote 
convenience. “It’s all about efficiency,” said Deputy Police Chief Nicholas Pecora, explaining that the layout 
of the old building forced officers to carry their duty bags and other gear up a full flight of stairs and through 
meeting rooms at the beginning of every shift. “You needed a sherpa to get through the building,” he said.

The new facility reflects a completely new approach. Now duty bag lockers are conveniently located between 
the briefing room and garage, so officers can pick up their gear on the way to their patrol cars. Spacesaver 
duty bag lockers were placed on an extra-tall integrated base that elevates the lowest lockers off the floor and 
brings the upper edge into alignment with the adjacent long gun lockers. The long gun lockers feature keyed 
locks for individual compartments, as well as a large door that can be opened by an authorized supervisor to 
provide access to ten compartments at once. This comes in handy for cleaning the locker interiors, opening 
lockers when an officer has forgotten their key, or opening multiple lockers during emergencies when 
weapons need to be accessed in a hurry. 

The new layout, along with thoughtful locker design and placement, has resulted in a much more convenient 
workflow. “Now you grab all your heavy gear on the way to your car,” Pecora said. “It’s so much better.”
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